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Abstract
The intrusion detection methods used in the industrial
control network generally have a higher false positive
rate. Considering this issue and improving the detection
performance of intrusion behaviors, an integrated artificial immune intrusion detection model based on decisiontheoretic rough set was proposed in this paper. Firstly,
by the approach of decision-theoretic rough set attributes
reduction algorithm (DTRSA), attributes reduction was
finished. And the rule set was obtained from the training
data which has the binary string form. Secondly, taking into consideration of the negative selection algorithm
(NSA), the rule set produced the corresponding detector
sets. Vaccine mechanism was added into the model. Finally, real time dendritic cell algorithm (rtDCA) analyzed
the environment and antigen information. The antigen
matching threshold was obtained. Considering the intrusion behaviors and antigen matching threshold, the dynamic increases of rule set was achieved. Experimental
results show that the proposed model obtained the lower
false positive rate (FP) and the true positive rate (TP)
reached to 95.5%. And both known and unknown intrusion detections had the high performance.
Keywords: Decision-theoretic Rough Set; Detector; Integrated Artificial Immune; Intrusion Detection System;
Rule Set

1

Introduction

Industrial control system (ICS) is widely used in many
national critical infrastructures. According to the statistics, more than 80% national critical infrastructures use
ICS to achieve the automation of the industrial production. Therefore, the security of ICS can affect the national
security and economy development directly. At the beginning of ICS development, the design of industrial control

network didn’t consider the security requirements. Following the disappearances of the network physical closure, the “Stuxnet” and “Flame” security events happen
on the industrial control area. The security situation of
industrial control network becomes worse. The main information security problem of ICS is closely related to
the security of industrial control network. As the vital
technique in the network security, intrusion detection approaches in industrial control network attach more focus
from the researchers.
For the improvement of intrusion detection system
(IDS), many approaches included probability statistics,
neural network, support vector machine, genetic algorithm and artificial immune system [7, 10, 11], were proposed to research the network intrusion detection. According to the different intrusion detection objects, intrusion detection methods are divided into two types.
One is named as anomaly detection which is used in the
detection of the unknown intrusion. And, the other is
called misuse detection that is used to detect the known
intrusion. Both of them have advantages and disadvantages [14]. In [6], the simulation experiments and analysis
of the integrated scheme for the anomaly and misuse detection were achieved. By the combination of structural
features and behavioral characteristics two detection measures, the integrated system obtained the good detection
performance. But, the experimental data has the high
dimension of the condition attributes, which leads to the
high time complexity. In this condition, for the real-time
of system, the attributes reduction approach was recommended. According to [19], the above mentioned integrated scheme for two methods was also adopted. By the
rough set algorithm (RSA), the rule set was obtained from
the training data. And the corresponding detectors which
actively participated in the intrusion detection were produced. Using vaccine mechanism, the producing process
of detectors was optimized. But, as Figure 4 shown, comparing with the rough set, the decision-theoretic rough
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set has a better characterization degree of domain. The
characterization speed of domain is also faster.
In the artificial immune intrusion detection researches,
Forrest, Castro and Greensmith [3, 8, 9] make more contributions. In [18], an improved artificial immune intrusion detection method was introduced. To obtain the superior antibodies, by the using of rough set and fuzzy
set, a scheme of antibody based on the rough set was proposed. And the speed of intrusion detection was kept. According to [17], for the low detection performance of clone
selection algorithm (CSA), a features selection method
was used in the improvement of CSA. With the clone and
mutation of some objects which have excellent characteristics, the classification ability of classifiers and algorithm performance were improved. In [12], the negative
selection algorithm (NSA) included the fixed and variable
r-contiguous bits two kinds matching methods, was introduced. The performance of NSA was improved via the
real-time adjustment of binary string matching length.
According to [15], in the process of features selection, using the filter approach, the result of attributes reduction
was input into the dendritic cell algorithm (DCA). As the
experiment shown, the performance of DCA was improved
and the requirement of calculation ability was low.
Considering the shortcomings of the above researches,
an integrated artificial immune intrusion detection model
based on decision-theoretic rough set (DTRSIAI-IDM)
was proposed in this study. By the DTRSA, the attributes reduction of experimental data was achieved.
And the complexity of condition attributes was efficiently
decreased. Meanwhile, self and nonself rule set was obtained from the training data. The corresponding nonself
detectors which were used in the misuse detection were
produced. To overcome the disadvantages of randomly
producing detectors, vaccine mechanism was added into
the NSA. Then, the real time dendritic cell algorithm
(rtDCA) real-timely captured the antigen and environment information. The abnormal judgment was made via
the computing of antigen abnormal index and matching
threshold. To improve the speed of intrusion detection,
the abnormal behaviors real-timely gave feedbacks to the
rule set and detector sets. Finally, as the simulation experiments shown, comparing with the traditional rough
set algorithm, the DTRSA got a better description of the
positive domain and a lower complexity of experiment
data. And the quality of detectors could be guaranteed.
By the above proposed integrated scheme, the artificial
immune model got a high true positive rate and a lower
false positive rate.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces the model and workflow of the integrated artificial immune intrusion detection approach. Section 3
describes all the algorithms included in the model and
analyzes the complexity. In Section 4, firstly, it introduces the preprocessing of the data and analysis of the
detectors length. Secondly, it discusses the merits and
demerits of rough set (RS) and decision-theoretic rough
set (DTRS). Thirdly, it analyzes and compares the de-
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tection performance of the proposed model. Finally, we
conclude our paper in Section 5.

2

DTRSIAI-IDM

According to the research of Common Intrusion Detection Frame (CIDF) [19], as Figure 1 shown, an integrated
intrusion detection model is designed. The model includes three function modules: rule set module (thymus),
rule matching module (tissue) and analysis center module (lymph gland). By the preprocessing of KDD99 data,
the experimental data translates into binary string form.
Then, the data set, as the information of antigen, is input into the rule matching module and participates in the
detection.

Figure 1: DTRSIAI-IDM integrated model

DTRSIAI-IDM includes four algorithms: integrated
artificial immune algorithm based on decision-theoretic
rough set (DTRSIAIA), DTRSA, NSA and rtDCA. By
the using of the DTRSA approach, the data is processed
and the rule set is obtained. According to the rule set,
NSA produces the detector sets which meet the demands
of detection system. For the undetected antigens, dendritic cell model captures the antigen and environment information. According to the metastasis threshold of dendritic cells, the states of dendritic cells are real-timely updated. And the match threshold is also computed. Then,
the rule matching module receives the feedbacks from the
anomaly detections. There is the general workflow of the
model, as shown in Figure 2.

3
3.1

The Proposed Model
DTRSIAIA

In [6], the conception of matching threshold was mentioned. In the integrated artificial immune system, combining the dynamic anomaly index of antigen, the ap-
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Figure 2: The workflow of the DTRSIAI-IDM

proach of computing matching threshold between detec- Algorithm 1 DTRSIAIA
tors and antigen is proposed.
1: Input: Antigen and preprocessing information flow
2: Output: The detected anomaly antigens
Yα = (L − ε)e−a(Xα −δ) .
(1) 3: while input data do
4:
if Semi ≤ Mat then
where the Yα is the matching threshold of α type antigen. 5:
Add the input antigens to the self-set
And, a is a constant. For the memory detectors, a = −1. 6:
end if
In rtDCA, δ is the anomaly threshold. L is the length 7:
Check and produce the detectors (NSA)
of detectors. And, L = 24. In the binary space, ε is 8:
Using rtDCA to deal with the antigens and the enself-radius which decides the coverage area of detectors.
vironment information
According to the Equation (2), when the anomaly degree 9:
According to Equation (2), real-timely analyze the
is higher, the matching threshold is lower. And, when
input data and obtain the dynamic anomaly index
the anomaly degree of antigen is decreasing, the matching 10:
According to Equation (1), when we know the
threshold is increasing. Xα is the dynamic anomaly index
anomaly index, computing the matching threshold
of α type antigen.
11:
Using detectors to detect the antigens
12:
Produce the alarm signals
ma
Xα = PA
.
(2) 13: end while
i=1 Ai
where α is the antigen set which has the same value. And,
Definition 1. (Decision-theoretic Rough Set) A decisionthe number of α type mature antigens is ma . Ai is the
theoretic table is following tuple:DT = {U, At = {C ∪
total transformation number of i type antigens. The total
D}, {Va |a ∈ At }, {Ia |a ∈ At }}, where U = {x1 , x2 , .., xm }
number of all the types is A.
is a finite nonempty set of objects. At is S
a finite nonempty
set of all condition attributes. At = C D , where C is
the condition attributes set and D is the decision-theoretic
3.2 DTRSA
set. And, Va is a nonempty set of values of a ∈ At .
As the Ref. [16] describes, the study introduces the follow Ia : U → Va is an information function that maps an
definitions: decision-theoretic rough set, α-positive do- object in U to exactly one value in Va .
main, positive domain reduction and α-positive domain
global significance.
Definition 2. (α-positive domain) Given a decision-
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Figure 3: The attributes reduction model for DTRSA

theoretic table is following tuple: DT = {U, At = {C ∪ Algorithm 2 DTRSA
D}, {Va |a ∈ At }, {Ia |a ∈ At }}. The decision-theoretic 1: Input: The decision-theoretic table DT = {U, At =
rough set is related with decision attributes and condition
{C ∪ D}, {Va |a ∈ At }, {Ia |a ∈ At }} and the condition
attributes. The α-positive domain is defined as:
probability threshold α ∈ [0, 1]
[
2: Output: α attributes reduction
β
α
P OSB
=
(X).
(3) 3: Preprocessing the positive domain attributes set r = ∅
aprC
U
X∈ D
M ×N
4: According to Equation (3), computing the positive doα
α
where aprC (X) is the α approximations of X, aprC (X) =
main of attributes. According to Equation (4), com{x ∈ U |P (X|[x]c ) ≥ α}.
puting the significance of every condition attributes.
Definition 3. (positive domain reduction) Given a 5: Obtain the global significance list γ, and show in descending order.
decision-theoretic table is following tuple: DT = {U, At =
α
α
(D)| < |P OSC
(D)| do
{C ∪ D}, {Va |a ∈ At }, {Ia |a ∈ At }}. α ∈ [0, 1], when the 6: while |P OSB
Let a = P (i), addSa to α-positive reduction atattributes subset B ⊆ C has the following characteristics: 7:
tributes set,R = R {a}; i = i + 1
1) Positive domain no decreasing property:
8:
end
while
α
α
|P OSB
(D)| ≥ |P OSC
(D)|
9: while R does not meet this property do
10:
∀a ∈ R,
2) Independence of attributes:
α
α
α
α
11:
if |P OSB−a
(D)| ≥ |P OSB
(D)| then
∀α ∈ B, |P OSB−{a}
(D)| < |P OSB
(D)|
12:
R = R − {a}
Definition 4. (α-positive domain global significance) 13:
end if
Given a decision-theoretic table is following tuple: DT = 14:
Using detectors to detect the antigens
{U, At = {C ∪ D}, {Va |a ∈ At }, {Ia |a ∈ At }}.Let the con- 15: end while
dition probability threshold α ∈ [0, 1], a ∈ C, a is one
attribute. The α-positive domain global significance is defined as follow:
3.3 NSA
γaα =

α
|P OSB
(D)|
.
|U |

(4)

Attention, in reduction algorithm, there is one low time
complexity belongs to positive domain global significance.
In DTRSA, a heuristic reduction algorithm is adopted.
The α-positive domain global significance, as the heuristic function, is selected to compute positive domain reduction. As shown in Figure 3, that is the basic thought
of the DTRSA.

NSA includes two parts: producing the detectors and
anomaly detection. By the DTRSA approach, the rule set
is obtained. According to the affinity, NSA randomly produces some detectors which meet the self-radius. In [5],
by the Equation (5), the affinity between detectors and
self-samples is computed.
v
u L
uX
(5)
af f inity = t (xi − yi )2 .
i=1
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where xi is the i feature bit and yi is the i feature bit.
When the detector sets cannot meet the demands of
model, NSA producing detectors randomly and computing the affinity. When the affinity is less than matching
threshold, the antigen sample is abnormal.
Algorithm 3 DTRSA(Produce the detectors)
1: Input: Self set, Self-radius, Detector length and the
number of required detectors
2: Output:Detectors set
3: while the number of current detectors ≤ the number
of required detectors do
4:
Randomly produce some fixed length detectors
5:
for every self-sample do
6:
According to Equation (5), computing the affinity between detectors and self-sample
7:
if candidate detectors are not in the self-radius
range then
8:
Add the candidate detectors into the detectors
set
9:
end if
10:
end for
11: end while
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where Si is input information and Oj is output information. Iin is inflammatory signal. Let ωij be the transformation weight. I is the number of signal types. S0 , S1 , S2
are separately corresponding to PAMP signal, Danger Signal and Safe Signal. O0 , O1 , O2 separately represent three
signals: Csm, Semi and Mat. Table 3 describes the signal
transformation rule.

Algorithm 5 rtDCA
1: Input: Antigen flow and preprocessing signal flow
2: Output: Dynamic anomaly index of antigens
3: (Tissue)
4: Initialization of dendritic cell population
5: while input the data do
6:
Update the antigen structure and signal matrix
7:
for dendritic cell do
8:
Capture and store antigen
9:
According to Equation (6), processing the signal
10:
if Csm ≥ Migration threshold then
11:
if Mat ≥ Semi then
12:
cell context = 1
13:
else
14:
cell context = 0
15:
end if
16:
Dendritic cell migrate into lymph gland
17:
Add a new dendritic cell into the tissue
18:
end if
Algorithm 4 DTRSA(Anomaly detection)
end for
1: Input: Anomaly detection output the unknown anti- 19:
20:
end
while
gens and self-detectors set
21:
(T
cell
population)
2: Output:Detection results
22:
for
dendritic
cell do
3: while input date do
23:
Computing
the anomaly index of every kinds anti4:
for every detector do
gen
5:
Computing the affinity between antigen and de24: end for
tectors
6:
if affinity less than matching threshold then
7:
Abnormal antigen
Dendritic cell not only capture the antigen and environ8:
else
ment information, but produce the output information.
9:
Normal antigen
Dependent on concentration of input information, the en10:
end if
vironment information can be obtained. Then, computing
11:
end for
the antigen anomaly index and responding the abnormal
12: end while
feedbacks.

3.5
3.4

rtDCA

DC can capture three kinds of information: PAMP signal, Danger Signal and Safe Signal. In [2], the preprocessing scheme of data was researched. Receiving the input information, by the Equation (6), dendritic cell produces the output information and the dynamic anomaly
index. The output information includes: Co stimulation
signal (Csm), Semi mature signal (Semi) and Mature signal (Mat). The equality about the information can be
written as follows:
Oj = (1 + Iin )

I
X
i=0

ωij Si .

(6)

Algorithm Complexity Analysis

The analyses for the above discussed algorithms were
made, as the Table 1 shown. In the DTRSA, let M
be the number of condition attributes. The number of
decision-theoretic attribute is 1. Let the training set be
N1 . And, let the number of undetected antigens be N .
After the misuse detection, N2 is the number of antigens.
And, let the number of self-detectors is K. Let K1 be
the number of nonself detectors. And L is the length of
detectors. Let R(R < M ) to express the number of αpositive domain objects. The time complexity of DTRSA
is O((N1 +1)∗2R+1 +2∗(R+M )N1 ). And the space complexity is O((M N1 KL). Comparing with the RSA mentioned in [10], the time and space complexities of DTRSA
are equivalent with RSA. In the NSA, the time complexity
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is O(LN2 K). And, the space complexity is O((L + 1)K).
For the rtDCA, the time complexity is O(M N22 ) and the
space complexity is O(N2 (L + 1)). The time complexity
of DTRSIAIA is O(N L(N2 + N K)) and the space complexity is O(M N1 K1 L).

The normalization of the data can be processed by
the following equation.


 0, x ∈ [0, m)

100x
,
x
∈
[m,
n]
f (x) =
.
(7)
 n−m

100, x ∈ (n, +∞)

Table 1: Analyses of algorithm complexity

For the attribute 12, the numerical range is [0, 0.99].
According to [min, max], the numerical range is constructed. The mean value express the condition of
this kind of signal.

Algorithm
DTRSA
NSA
rtDCA
DTRSIAIA

4

Time complexity
O((N1 + 1) ∗ 2R+1
+2 ∗ (R + M )N1 )
O(LN2 K)
O(M N22 )
O(N L(N2 + N K))

Space complexity
O((M N1 KL)
O((L + 1)K)
O(N2 (L + 1))
O(M N1 K1 L)

The sum of dendritic cells is 10. The range of migration threshold is [50, 400]. Let the abnormal threshold δ = 0.35. For the approach of NSA, the length of
detector is 24. For the memory detectors, let a = −1.
And, for the general detectors, let a = −1/2. The
following Table 3 is an advised threshold value.

Experiments and Analysis

In intrusion detection, considering the security problems
of industrial control network, true positive rate (TP), false
positive rate (FP) and the speed of detection are the main
evaluating indicators for the intrusion detection system.
By the above indicators, the real-time and effectiveness of
the system can be analyzed. As the input data, KDD99
data participates in the experiments and verifies the performance of DTRSIAIA. The simulation experiment is finished in the windows 7 system.

4.1

3) Experimental Parameters

Date Set

For intrusion detection systems, KDD 99 is a standard
test data which includes connection and attack items.
There are almost 38 kinds of attacks which include smurf,
nmap and rootkit. The dimension of KDD99 data is 41.
According to the demands of experiments, preprocessing
of data can be finished. In [6], the preprocessing approach
of the data was proposed. On the one hand, antigen expresses the structural features. On the other hand, signals
represent the behavioral characteristics.

Table 3: Threshold value
Weight
PAMP Signal
Safe Signal
Danger Signal

4.2

Csm Signal
2
1
2

Semi Signal
0
0
3

Mat Signal
2
1
-3

Length of Detector

In the experiment, comparing with the monotonicity of
rough set, the decision-theoretic rough set has the nonmonotonicity. Select 1,000 message records, increase one
attribute every time and record the description of the positive domain. As Figure 4 shown, the sum of attributes is
10.

1) Antigen
In Table 2, transform the selected attributes into the
corresponding binary strings and construct the new
antigen.
2) Input Information
According to the information gain attributes selection approach [19], divide 10 selected attributes into
three kinds of signals.
• PAMP Signal: attributes 25, 26, 29, 38 and 40
• Danger Signal: attributes 23 and 24
• Safe Signal: attributes 12, 31 and 32

Figure 4: Attributes reduction description of the positive
domain

Let x to express the value of attribute. When x ∈
[m, n], this domain can be divided into PAMP signal
In Figure 4, the dashed line describes the change sitor Danger signal. Otherwise, it is the Safe signal. uation of decision-theoretic rough set α positive domain.
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Table 2: The construction of antigen
Attribute number
2
3
4
5
6
12
28
30
31
36

Transformation
TCP,UDP and ICMP expressed by 00,01,10
Transform the number of the value into binary form
Transform the number of the value into binary form
Low, Middle, High and highest expressed by 00,01,10,11
Low, Middle, High and highest expressed by 00,01,10,11
Expressed by 0 or 1
Low, Middle and High expressed by 00,01,10
If the value equal to 1, expressed by 1, or 0
If the value equal to 1, expressed by 1, or 0
Low, Middle, High and highest expressed by 00,01,10,11

Length
2
7
4
2
2
1
2
1
1
2

And, the dashed line does not meet the strict monotonic- 4.4 Comparing the Performance
ity. The solid line describes the change situation of the
rough set. The dashed line is mostly on the upper of the Compare the performance of DTRSIAIA with immune
solid line. And, account for the change situation of the algorithm, rough set and support vector machine. The
positive domain, decision-theoretic rough set has a better Table 5 lists the TP and FP of every approach.
description of the domain objects, as Figure 4 shown.
When α = 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, Figure 5 describes the sigTable 5: Comparing the performance
nificance situation of attributes. When the value of
α is decreases, the significance of attributes is increas- Name
True positive rate
False positive Rate
ing. And, in the decision-theoretic rough set, several RSAI-IID [19]
0.9786
0.0268
0.931
0.0081
attributes can mostly describe the whole positive do- SVM [20]
0.91
0.1424
main which originally needs all condition attributes to RS-FSVM [13]
rtDCA [6]
0.930
0.025
represent. The message record includes 41 attributes. IAIS [6]
0.9691
0.0321
According to [4], the result of attributes reduction is CSA [17]
0.996
0.1
D = {2 3 4 5 6 12 28 30 31 36}. Therefore, accord- NSA [12]
0.95
0.01
0.955
0.020
ing to Table 2, the length of detector is 24. From the DTRSIAIA
following Table 4, after the attributes reduction, the rule
set is obviously decreasing. Add the rule sets into the self
or nonself rule sets.
As the Table 5 shown, comparing with other rough set
algorithms, DTRSIAIA keeps the higher TP and lower
Table 4: The situation of DTRSA attributes reduction FP. In [6], comparing with rtDCA, the FP is decreasing.
And, for the IAIS approach, the proposed approach has a
Rule number
Before reduction
After reduction
lower FP. In [19], the classifier method based on rough set
PAMP Signal
8000
149
has a higher TP and FP. The FP of proposed method is
Safe Signal

4.3

2000

117

Self-radius

Researching the intrusion detection problems of industrial
control network, the ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve) can be used to express the TP and FP of
the detection. Adjust the self-radius continually, record
the TP and FP [1]. Then, the ROC can be obtained, as
Figure 6 shown.
Let r = 0, antigen completely matches detector sets.
And, following the increasing of the self-radius, the TP
and FP are also raising. When r = 9, the trend of the
curve is balanced and the TP is higher than 0.9. For
a higher TP and a lower FP, r = 9 can be selected to
construct the detector sets.

Figure 6: The ROC of the self-radius
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Figure 5: Significances of condition attributes

0.02 and TP is 0.955. In [17], an improved clone selection
intrusion detection method was proposed. And the TP
is 0.996, but the FP is 0.1. The FP is higher than the
approach in this research. In [12], the FP is 0.01, but the
TP is also lower. In [20], the FP is 0.0081 and TP is
lower. In [13], the DTRSIAIA has a higher TP and lower
FP.
According to Figure 6, r ∈ [8, 10] is suitable for the
simulation experiments. And the TP is higher than 0.9.
Considering the analysis of algorithm in Section 3.5 , the
DTRSIAIA has a lower complexity of algorithm. And, as
Figure 4 shown, the DTRSA has a better description of
the positive domain.

5

Conclusions

An integrated artificial immune intrusion detection algorithm based on decision-theoretic rough set was proposed. The effectiveness of the proposed intrusion detection method was proved, which deals with the intrusion
detection problems in industrial control network effectively. Firstly, by the DTRSA approach, the attributes
reduction was finished. Comparing with the RSA, the
DTRSA is a better choice for the operation of attributes
reduction. Secondly, overcoming the disadvantages of
randomly producing detectors, the vaccine mechanism
was added into the NSA. Then, the qualified detectors
were produced. Finally, using rtDCA to analyze the antigen and environment information, rtDCA real-timely responded the feedbacks to the rule set. By this method,
the real-time property was kept. In the experiment, the
TP of DTRSIAIA is 0.955 and FP is 0.02. And, with the
operation of DTRSA, the result of attributes reduction
is obvious. The data complexity is decreasing. However,
the time complexity of DTRSA is higher.
Next, the research will pay more attention and time

to improve the performance of algorithm and prove the
completeness.
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